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Abstract

ln ttiis paper we propose a complementary pivoting algorithm to find a

stationary point of an affine function on an unbounded polyhedron. Under some

mild coi~dition there is a piecewise lineaz path from an arbitrarily chosen point

in tlre polyhedron leading to a solution of the problem. By exploiting fully the

linearity of the problern each linear piece of Lhe path is followed in principal by

tnaking just one linear programming pivoting step.
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1. Introductiorr
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affine function j from K to R" , we consider the problem of finding a point

x' in Ii such thaL

xT J(z') C(x')T J(x') Cor all x E K.

This problem is called t}re linear stationary point problem and the point x' is

called a stationary point of f on K. Yamamoto ~3~ proposed a path following

algorith,n fur tiolvin{; Llic lincar sLutionary point prohlcrn on a polytope, i.c., on a

boundcd polyhcdron. '1'hc algoritl,n, starts uL an arbitrary poiut iu Lhc polytopc

and gencrates a picccwisc lincar path which will Icad to a stationary point. The

Dantzig-Wolfe decornposition method for linear prograznming problems is used

for tracing the path. ln ~1~ the basic idea of path-following was introduced for

solving the linear stationary problem on an unbounded, pointed polyhedron.

Ilowever, t}re decomposition technique used irr these algorithms may result in

unnecessary linear prograrnming pivoting steps for following a linear piece oC the

path. To avoid the inef6ciency, Kamiya and Talman (2~ recently proposed a new

algorithm for solving the linear stationary point problem on a polytope. In their

algorithm each linear piece of the path is followed by making in principal just

one lincar programming pivoting step.

'1'he rnain purpose of this paper is to generalize their algorithm to the lin-

ear stationary point problem on an unbounded polyhedron. This problem is

frequcntly mct in rnathematical prograrnming, for example, finding a Karush-

Kuhn-'1'ucker point for a quadratic prograrnrning problem with linear constraints.

'I'hc organízal.ion of this pul,cr is as follows. ln scctiou 'l wc show thc

existence of the path of thc algorithm. Section 3 describes the steps of the

algorithrn.
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2. Thc Path of the Algorithm

lhroughout this paper we assume ihai iïre poiyhetiron K is unbounded

and pointed, i.e., K has at least one vertex, and that K is represented by the

set { x E Rri ~ ATx C b}, where A is an n x m-matrix and b an m-vector.

Moreover we assume t}iat K is simple, i.e., each vertex of K lies on n edges.

W ithout Ioss oC generality we assurne that none of the constraints in determining

K is rcdundant and that dirn(K) - n. Let ~ be an affine function from K

to IZ" , i.e., j(x) - Cx } d for sorne n x rr-rnatrix C and n-vector d. Let

w be an arbitrary point in X. In the algorithrn proposed below Cor solving the

stationary point problem on K thc point w will be the starting point. For some

strictly positivc m-vcctor ~y let a" --Ary and let H" -{ x ~(a")T x- b~ } be

a hyperplane Cor some positive b~ . We can see that if b„ is su(ficiently large this

hyperplane intersects every unbounded face of IC , while the negative halfspace

II- -{ x ~ (a")Tx C 6~ } contains in its intcrior all vertices of K as well as w

and hence also all bounded faces of K.

We denote the i th n-dimensional column vectors of A by ai , i- 1, ..., m.

Let ]It -{ x ~ (a")Tx ~ 6~ } be the positive halfspace of II~. Then for a

given subset I C {0, I, .. ., m} let the set h1 be deGned by

F~ - H- n{ x E K ~(ai)Tx - b; for i E I},

and when 0 E I let the set FÍ be defined by

1.'1}--1I~n{xElt~(a')Tx-6; CoriEl`{0}}.

Rcmark I,hat I-'r -- 1~~`{~,} n FI" and I-~ - h'rF n F!" if 0 E 1. An example is

illustr:rtcJ in I~ igurc 'l.l.

'I'he normal conc of hr for I C {0, 1,..., n:} , denoted by N(Fr) , is defined

by
N(1~})-{yER"~y-~u;a','i; ~0 for iEI}.

iEl
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1'~i s.z }

llc'~ 1'{0,l)

1'~{d} ` I (o)

!'{2.~} 1'(1}

1' I~,l1CC 2.1

r{~r,r }

sr(u )

1'(n.a)

'I'6c followinl; Icsniius clcscrilscs Lhc chssacLcrizatiou of a soluLion Lo Lhc linc:u'

sLation~ssy Isuinl, problcin (LSI'I') on IC.

LI;MMA 'l. 1 . '1'Isc puilsL x` in IC is a sLatiolsary poiuL of j olr K i(and ulsly

if ror surnrr 1 C {0, l, .. ., sn} cióhcr .r. E l~'1 aud j(x} E N(l~i} wlsen 0 cf 1 or

x E!'~~ and j(x) F N(l~r`(cs}) wlsen 0 E I.

'fo fiuJ a sLal.iona.ry poiuL of j on !C , Lhe aigoriLLrn will follow, starLiug

aL x- w, a{ciccewise linr.lr paLls 5' in K sucls LhaL for eacll poitsL x on Lhe

path S il. holds for sotne I C{0,1, ... , rn} Lhat one of Llte following Lwo cases

holds.

l.i) x- (1 - a)w { az for sosne a E ~(1, l~ aud sotue z E I'I

ii) I(~) E N(l~'1);

'l.i) r. E 1-'l~

ii) j(a;) E N(l~'t) .

Clearly in c:~sc I if a- I ancl 0~ 1 or in case 'l if j(x) E N(F}`{o}) L}sets x

is a stal.ionary isoinL of j on IC . 'Chc sLsrting point x - w satisfics c:usc I for

a- 0 ancl Fl corrosponding Lu a verLex of IC fl li-. Assuming uondegenerau.y

for a given index scl. 1 c {0, I,...,m} Lhe poinLs, if any, satisfying e.itlscr l.i)
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and I.ii) or 2.i) and 2.ii) forrn a line segment. In the next section we describe

how suclr a line segrnent can be followed by making just one pivot step. As in

~2~ these line segments can be linked to form piecewise linear loops and paths,

one path being the pat}r S having w as an end point. All other end points of

these paths are stationary points of j on K.

Since the polyhedron K is unbounded, the path S may diverge to in(in-

ity. We need some condition on the function j under which the path S is

bounded and therefore leads frotn the starting point w to a stationary point.

Like for other complernentazy pivotiug algorithms for solving linear complemen-

tarity probletns it can been s}rown that if the matrix C is copositive plus on a

polyhedral cone consisting o( the directions of all rays itr K and iC the problem

has a solution, then the path S can not diverge to infinity and consequently

Ieads to one of the stationary points of J on K. Sce ~1~ for details.

3. Tollowing the Path

In Lhis section we describe the steps of the algorithm to follow the path S in

such a way that each linear piece of S is followed in just one linear programming

sLCp.

3.1. Initiation of thc AlgoritLm

1b initiatc the algorithm for following the path S from x- w , we first need to

detcrmine the vcrtex wi of 1{ n II- for which J(w) E N({wl}) . To do so we

solve a linear prograrnrning problem given by

max . (Cw i d) ~ r

(I'rimal) s.t. il ~ T ~ G

(fl~~) ~ L ~ I7~~

or
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min . bT~z t b~,~a„

(Dual) s.t. Ap ~- ~aoao - Cw t d

Ia~O,lLO~O.

Solving the Primal yields a vertex wz of ffr1H-. From the Dual it immediately

follows t}rat J(w) E N({wl }) . From Lemma 2.1 we obtain that if w- wl then

w is a stationary point of j on K. Note that w1 does not lie in Ho when

w- wr . Suppose tirat w~ w3 . Then Lfre first linear piece of the path S lies

on the line segment betwcen w and w1 . Lct the index set I be defined by

l-{ i ~(a`)Twr - 6; for i E {O,l,...,m} }.

Thc set I is equal to the set { i ~ N~' ~ 0 for i E {0, 1, ..., rn} }, where

N.; is the optimal value of {a; in the lluaL Assuming nondegeneracy, the set

I c:,nsists of n elcrnenLs. Let D- z be Lhe inversc of the beLtiis matrix at the

soluLion of thc llual, i.c.,

D-(a',iEl).

In order to follow the first linear piece of the path S from w, we make a linear

programming ( Lp.) pivoting step in the Dual with the vector C(wz - w) having

incoming variable al as follows. From r - D-1C(wl - w) we obtain for i E I

the direction j~; into which ~a; moves from Iz~ when al is increased from 0.

Suppose that ar becomes 1 before some of the Iz;'s becomes negative, then

w is a stationary point of J on K fl II- . [f 0~ I in this case, Lhen w is a

staLionary point of j on IC . Otherwise the second linear piece of the path S

lies in thc sct L-~ . Now wc necd a point w" to determine the direction into

which thc algorithnr will movc next. We take

w" - wl t (U ~ )-le(Iz),

whcre h is the index of Lhe row (a") ~ in U r and e(Iz) is t}tc Iz th unit vector

in Ll" . So w'' is a point in R" such that (a')~ w'-' - b; for all i E L`{0} and



(a") rw" ) 6~ . The point w" and wl are such that their affine hull contains

Fj . From wl - w" we can derive the direction into which the algorithm moves

next as will be described in subsection 3.2 for the general case.

Suppose now that ~a;, becomes first 0 before al becomes 1, for some

i' E I. Then the second linear piece of the path S lies in the convex hull of

w and the Cace Fi`{;,} of X n H- , where (a'~)Tx is allowed to become less

than 6;, . To determine in which direction the a}gorithm will move next we need

a point w2 such that (a')Tw2 - b; for all i E I`{i'} and (a`)Tw2 G b; for

i- i' , for example, take

w2 - wl - (DT )-le(Ix),

where h is the index of the row (a`~)T in UT and e(h) is again the hth unit

vector in R" . The points wl and w2 are such that their affine hull contains

Ft`{:~} - Note that the dirnension of Fr`{;~) is equal to one. Now the index set

! becoures cqual to !`{i'} and we rnake a pivoting step in the matrix D-1

with C,(wl -w) in order to replace a'~ .'I'his concludes the initialization of the

algorithtn.

}n general thc a}gorithm follows the subsequent lincar picces of the path S

by making a sequence oI Lp. pivoting steps. A linear piece of S consists for

sorne 1 of points such that either case I) x lies in wF~ -{ x E Rn ~ x-

(1 -- al)w -~ alz, z E F~, 0 c al C 1} for some face F~ of ff n I~- and

j(x) E N(Fr) or case 2) x lies in F~ for some face FÍ of K n H} and

j(x) E N(F~) . I,et Afi'(X) denote the af6ne hull of a set X. In case 1)

let k be such LhaL dim(wF~) - k, then wc. rcpresent FJ through k afíinely

independent points wl,...,wk in R" such that

A(I {wr, . . . , wk} - Aff (F~) .

In case'l), let k be such that dim(FÍ)- k- l.'[hen we represent Fj through

k aflinely independent points w",wl, .. ,wj~-r in R" such that
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(1) A(f{w',...,wk-r}-A(f(Fl)

('l) Alf{w",wr, ..,wk-r}-A(C(F~ ).

'1'his representation of I~ or FÍ by k points allows us to follow a linear piece

of the path S in wFl or F~ by making just one pivoting step. This avoids

thc subsequent steps of column generations for following one linear segment as

done in ~3~.

3.'l. 1Yacing the Pat}r in wI-'I

Suppose after initiation the algorithm is moving for some I C{O,l,...,m}

in the convex hull of w and F~ . Let ~I ~- n- k-1- 1, so that dim(wFf) - k.

LeL wr, .. ,wk bo a(Iinely independent points in the affine hull of F~ . Then a

point x on the path S in wl~j can be written as

(1) x-(1-al)wfarwr}~k-zai(wr-wr) forsome arE~0,1~ and AjERi-

for j -'l, . ,k,

(2) Cx }- d-~~Er u;a' for some N.; E Rt , i E I.

llcncc, if z lics on thc path S in wF~ , then the system of lincar equations

k

arC(wr - w) i ~ ajC(w~ - wr) - ~N.;a' - -d - Cw (3.1)

j-2 iEl

has a solution (a,Fc) such that ar E~(1, 1~ , aj E R for j- 2,...,k, ~a; E Rt

for i C I, and x is as in (1). '1'herefore a linear piece of S in wF~ can be

gencratcd by making an I.p. pivoting step in (3.1) with one of the p;'s or with

one of the a~'s . Let the n xn basis matrix D consist of the n column vectors in

(3.1) not corresponding t.o the pivoting variable. Further, let J C{O,l,...,m}

be a set conta.ining I and consisting of n elements and let L3-r be such that

Lhc rows of [J are eyual to (rl')~ for i E J. Finally, let the vector y~ be given

by

y" - fl r(G, : i E J).
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Notice t}tat when the algorithrn is initialized, J is equal to I and B to DT .

W heu we make an Lp. pivoting step in ( 3.1) with, say the column vector p, then

we first cornpute the pivot vector r- D-rp. From r we obtain the direction

aj for j - I,...,k aud p.; for i E 1 into which the variables in (3.1) will move

when we pivot in the v~ctor p.

'l~he next step is Lo deterrnine how far we can move from the current solution.

Let (a",~") be thc current value of ( a,p) , i.e., ( a",p.o) - -D-r(Cw f d) ,

disregarding Lhe pivoting variable. Then x" -(1 - aï)w f aïz" is the current

end point oC the lincar piece of the path S in wht , where z" E FI is given by

k ~„

~ - wr I ~ ~(wr wt).
j-2 ~ï

Clearly, for small enoug}r t 1 0, the point x(t) lies on the patlr in wFl , where

k

x(t) -(I a~ tar)w I(~i I lar)wr I Z(a~ I-taj)(w~ - wr).

j-2

For L -~ 0, Ict z(1) Lc such that x(t) -(l - aï t~r)w } (aï f tar)z(t) , i.e.,

k Á~ f t~
z(t) - wr ~ ~ ~1' i- l~r (tu~

- wr). (3.2)
j-2

Then thc point z(t) lics in Fj for srnall enough t, and z(0) - z" . From

(3.2) we easily derive how far t can be increased [rom 0 until z(t) lies in the

boundary of F) . As soon as for some tr ~ 0 we have that ( ar`)T z(tl) - br, for

sorne h~ I, then z(ir) lies in the boundary of Fr . From ( 3.2) it Collows that

(bt - (ai)TZ„)~ï

tr - ~`~rr alla')TUrr } ~j-2 ~71a')T(w' - wr) - ~i~r,

where thc rninirnum is taken over Lhe positive denominators. We allow tr to be

equal to plus infinity. Now let tz be such that the first te; - N.'; -F t2~r; becomes

zero when we increase l from 0, i.e.,

t~ - min{-r-'
r~, ~ o j~;
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Wherr {i; ~ 0 fot all i E I we set t2 equal to plus infinity. Let t' - min{tl, tZ}

and a~ - aï -~ t'ár . First supposc that ai ~ 1. Then for to - (1 - ai}~al we

obtain a stationary point x' on IC fl II , whcre

k t - ~„

z' - wr -t ~(a~' -~ ~ ' ai)Íw' - w').i-2 I

If 0~ I, then a' is a solution of the LSPP on K. If 0 E!, then the next

linear piece of the path S lies in F'~ . We will discuss how to trace such a piece

in subscction 3.3.

Sccondly, supposc that ai G 1 and t2 - t' , i.c., k;~ becomes first zero for

some i' t- I. lf w E!'r`{;~I and 0 F~ I` {i'} then

k

2' -(1 - aï - t'al)w 1- (ai f- t'al)wl t~(a~ t t`ai)(wi
- wl)

j-2

is :r solution of the LSI'I' on K. Otherwisc, we dclcte i' from I, set k equal

to k-~ 1, and deterrnine a point wk for which (a`) rwk G 6; for i- ic and

(a`)Twk - b; Cor i E 1. This can be done by taking wk equal to

wk - y" - B le(h)

with h being the index of the row (a`~}T in the matrix B, where yo is defined

as belore. Now tha algorithm continues by first pivoting in the vector p to

replace the vector a'~ in the matrix D-1 . Then a new linear programming step

is rnade with thc colurnn vector C(wk - wl) .

1'inally, suppose that ai c 1 and tl - l' . Then the point

k ~~ } t.~ .

z(t') - wl f~ ~~~ r(w~ - wl)
i-2 1

lics in thc boundary of hr . Morc precisely ( ar') rz(t') - Gh for some h~!.

We add h to !, set k equal to k- 1, and we move all the w~'s pazallel to
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z(t' )- zo onto the affine hull of the new F~ , i.e., for j - 1, ..., k, w~ becomes

equal to w~ - w~ f á~(z(t') - zo) , where

~~, (a~,) ru,~
6~ "bn(ur:~ i ~

We then first have to make pivoting steps in D-1 to replace the column vector

C(wt - w) by C(til - w), C(w~ - wr) by C(ti~ - tir) for j- 2,...,k,

and iC necessary C(wktl - wl) by the vector p. We also adapt the rrratrix

B-r and the index set J if necessary. More precisely, when h E J we do

not have to change B-r and J. When h F~ J , wc pivot t}te row (ar`)T into

B-r replacing the row (a~~)T for some j' E J`I and we set J equal to

J U{la} `{j'} . Now we corttinue to trace the next linear piece of the path S by

making an Lp. pivoting step with the column vector ah .

3.3. i~acing thc Path in FÍ

Suppose an end point z` of a linear piece of the path S in wF~ lies in Fj

for some I wit}t ~I~ - rx - k-I- 1 and is a solution of the LSPP on K fl II' ,

but not a solution of thc I,SPP on It. Thcn I mUSt contain 0 and the next

liuear piece of the patl~ S lies in rt with dim(Fl~ )- k. Let us calculate the

point w" givcu by

w~ - y" -~ B-le(h)

with h the row index corresponding to (a~)T in B. 1'hen a point x on the

path S in h1~ can be written as

(1) x - wr t (~r - 1)( wl - w~~) f ~~-2 ~i(w~ - wl) ~

('l) Cx I d-~~f r fl;a` for some ~a; E R r, i E 1,

whcre ar C 1 ancl a~ E K for j - 2,...,k, and where wr, .. ,wk. ate afitnely

independcnt points in AIt(I~) and w",wt, . .,wk affinely independent points

in Aff (Fj ). IL should be noted that the points wt, ..,wk lie on the hyperplane
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H" and w" lies in the interior of the halfspace Ht . We next change -d -

Cw into rl Cw" in thc right hancl sido of the system (3.1) and make an

i.p. pivuiing siep wiiic iire cuiwnn vec~or C.'(w' -- w~) in the new system by

decreasing al frocu 1. In gcneral, if x lies on the path S in Fj , Lhen the

systern of linear equations

k

arC(wl-wo)i-~aj(w~-wl)-~ta;a`--d-Cwo (3.3)

j-2 iEf

has a solutiorr (a,ta) such t}rat ~1 C 1, aj E R for j- 2,...,k, p; E Rt íor

i E I, and x as in (1). Therefore a linear piece of S in F~ can be generated

by making an l.p. pivoting step in (3.3) with one of the aj's or one of the

p;'s . The w~'s are such that they represent Fj in the way described before.

To describe an l.p. pivoting step, let D be a basis matrix for system (3.3), let

r- D-rp be the pivot vector, and let yo , B-1 , and J be as in the previous

case. Let a~ for j - 1, .. ., k and u~ for i E I be the current values of the

vaziablcs. Frurrr tlrc pivot vector r we obtain ttre directions ai for j - 1, ..., k,

and ji; for i E ~ into which the variables will move when we pivot in the vector

p into systcm (3.3). Now Ict l2 bc such that for L- l2 the first p; - ta~ -i- t~;

becomes zeru when we increase t frorn 0, i.e.,

t2 - min{-N-' }.
~'~`u {Li

When ti; ~ 0 for all i E I we set t2 equal to plus infinity. Let x(t) be defined

by

k
x(t) - wl -i- (aï F tar - 1)(wl - w") ~~(a~ t f~i)(wi - wl). (3.9)

i-2

Thcn the point x(t) lics in F'Í for small enough t~ 0. From (3.4) we easily

derive huw far t can be increased from 0 until x(t) lies on the boundary of

Fl . As soon as for some tr ~ 0 we have that (a~')T x(il) - bh ïor some
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h~ I, then the point s(tr) lies in the boundary of Fj . From (3.9) it follows

that
h- - Ini~T-rt(lÍ

tl - min ~ `- ' ~ `-' ,
`~ r~~-z ai(a')T ( wj - wl) - al(a')T(wl - w~)

whcre the minimurn is taken over the positivc denominators. We allow tl to be

equal to plus infinity. Let t' - min{tr, t2} and ai - aï -} t`al .

Suppose t~ -- t` and ai G 1, i.e., ta;~ bccomes first zero for sorne i' E I.

Whcn i' -- 0 then thc point

k

s~ - wr i- (~1 f- t~~l - 1)lw1 -- w") ~ Z(aj ~ t~~j)(w)
- wr)

j-2

solves the LSPP on K. When i' ~ 0 we update the set I by deleting i' írom

I and set k equal to k -~ 1. We have to determinc a point wk for which

(a')~ wk ~ G; Cor i - i' and ( a')Twk - G; for i E I. In order to do this we

take the point

wk - y" - Ií le(li),

where h corresponds to thc index of the row (a'~)T in the matrix I3. Note

that the new point wk also lies on the hyperplane II~ because (ao)T is a row

vector of B. Now the algorithm continues by first pivoting in the column vector

p to replace the vector a'~ in the rnatrix D-r . Then a new Lp. pivoting step

is made with the colurnn vector C(wk - wl) to trace the next linear piece of

the path .S .

Next suppose LhaL ll - t' and ai L I, Lhen the point s(t`) lies in the

boundary of Í~F , i.e.,

(nr`) rx(l`) - Gr, Cor somc h 4 I.

We add h to 1 and seL k equal to k- 1. Let vo be such that the point

y" -(l - v„)w -1 v„x(0) lies in II" and let vr be such that the point yl -
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(1 - vr)w f vrx(t') lies in H" , i.e.,

b.~ - (a") rw
vu - ~ ,nT ~ ~..~ ~

(u-) ~ ~a.w~ -- w~

and
b~ - (a~)T w

vr - (a~)T (x(t') - w)
.

Therr we move w~, wr, ..., wk parallel to the direction yr - y'o until they lie on

the iryperplane (ar')T x- br, , i.e., w~ becomes equal to

ti~ - wr } (Qi'`)T(yl)T y~)(yr - y") for j - O,l,...,k.

Now update D by replacing C(wr - w") by C(wl - w") , C(w~ - wl) by

C(ti~ - wr) for j-'1,...,k, and if necessary C(wktl - wr) by p. Also

update B and J if h c~ J, by pivoting into LT-r the row (ar')T to replacing

the row (a~~)~ Cor some j' E J`I and setting J equal to J U{h} `{j'} . The

algorithrn continues by pivoting into the systern the column ar` .

I~inally if ai ,~ 1, then for t' -(1 - aï)~ar the point x' given by

k

x~ - wr f~(~1~ f t'.`))(wr - wr)

i-~

is a solution of the LSPP on K n lí-. The next linear piece of the path S

lics in wF~ . Wc replace -d - Cw" by - d - Cw in the right harrd side of the

system ( 3.3) and make an Lp. pivoting step with the column vector C(wl - w)

in this new systern by decreasing ar from 1. Note that we return to the system

(3.1) again. 1'he remaining pieces of the path S will be followed as described

in subscxtion a.'l and this subsection.

The path S Ieading (rom the arbitrary point w to a solution to the LSPP

on K consists of a finite number of linear pieces. Lach piece lies in wFr or

iu 1~'Jt for some index set 1 and can be followed by making just one linear

programrning pivoting step in the way described above.
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Remark: If K is not simple, then at a solution (a~, p~) of (3.1) or (3.3) the

set 1-{ i ~ ~a~ ) 0} might be a proper subset of the set G defined by

G-{i~(a')Tx-ó;forallxEF~} incaseof(3.1)or G-{0}U{i~(a`)Tx-

b; for all x E FÍ } in case of (3.3). lf in such a case after a ratio-test tc;~

becomes 0 for some i' E I and the end point x is not a solution, then we

should first check whether some p~. , j' E G` I can be increased from 0 to

extend the lincar piece of the path. If so then a pivoting step is made with a~~

and the algorit}tm continues as described above. If not the algorithrn continues

as abovc in the set w!I`l;~} or in I1~{~,} having one dimension higher.
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